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This paper examines the properties of fuzzy switching functions of n variables 
with the help of combinatorial theory. A new concept of canonical representation is 
explained, and it is shown that any fuzzy switching function can be canonically 
represented asa sum of K ~ Nma x fundamental phrases, which form an antichain in 
the poset P of all fundamental phrases. Also, an algorithm to enumerate he distinct 
fuzzy switching functions and two formulae for the upper and lower bounds, which 
are better than those gi~ren by C. Clark, M. Ben-David, and A. Kandel [Fuzzy Sets 
Systems 5, 69-81 (1981)] and T. Kameda and E. Sadeh ]Inform. Contr. 35, 
139-145 (1977)], are given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, a lot of attention has been paid to fuzzy logic and fuzzy 
switching theory, and many interesting results have been reported (Kandel 
and Lee, 1979; Negoita andRalescu, 1975). However, there still remain 
many open problems, among them are: 
(1) the canonical representation of fuzzy switching functions; 
(2) the enumeration of distinct fuzzy switching functions of n variables; 
(3) a simple minimization procedure; 
(4) the logic completeness problem; and 
(5) practical and general methods for the analysis and synthesis. 
It was reported that there is no essential difficulty in the electronic 
implementation of fuzzy switching functions (Kandel and Lee, 1979). It 
seems that solving the above problems may put the theory of fuzzy switching 
to practical uses, and have profound influence on fuzzy system, fuzzy 
control, and many other applications. 
This paper concentrates on the first and second problems. It is shown that 
any fuzzy switching function of n variables f (x  1 ..... x , )  can be canonically 
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represented as a sum of K<~Nma x fundamental phrases, which form an 
antichain in the poset of all fundamental phrases (Theorem 2). This is a 
corollary of Birkhoff theorem in combinatorial theory, as well as a 
generalization of the miniterm expansion theorem of Boolean switching 
functions. Also, our proof is a constructive one, so an algorithm is used to 
find the canonical representation f any fuzzy switching functions. 
To the second problem, this paper states an algorithm of enumeration i  
the light of canonical representation (Theorem 3). As a result, two formulae 
for the lower and upper bounds, which are better than those in Clark et al. 
(1981) and Kameda and Sadeh (1977), are presented (Corollary 2 and 
Corollary 3). 
Throughout this paper, we consider the set of all fuzzy switching functions 
of n variables as a lattice so that many available concepts and theorems in 
combinatorial teory can be used. We shall call operation "join" (meet) 
"sum" (product), and simply write "fuzzy functions" for "fuzzy switching 
functions." By all fuzzy functions of n variables we mean not including the 
two special constant functions 0 and I. 
It seems convenient o list a few items and lemmas that will be used 
below. 
A chain is a poset in which any two elements are comparable; an 
antichain is a poset in which any two elements are incomparable. An element 
p of a lattice L is called sum-irreducible (or just irreducible" if for all 
x, yEL ,  
p=x+ y~p=x or p= y. 
A literal is either a fuzzy variable x or its negation £; a 9hrase is a 
product of literals; the weight W(p) of a phrase p is the number of literals of 
p. A simple phrase is a phrase containing no symmetric pairs (x, Y); an even 
phrase is a phrase containing at least one symmetric pair (x, Y); a full phrase 
is a phrase containing each of the n variables at least with one polarity; a 
fundamental phrase is either a simple phrase or a full phrase. 
LEMMA 1 (Preparata nd Yeh, 1972). All fuzzy functions o fn  variables 
form a finite, distributive, and symmetric lattice. 
LEMMA 2 (Negoita and Ralescu, 1975, p. 71). Let L be the lattice of all 
fuzzy functions of n variables, then the subposet P of all irreducible 
elements ~ 0 of L is the set of all fundamental phrases except x~Y 1 ... xnY n 
(which is the element 0 of L). 
According to the weights of elements, we can partition P into 2n-1  
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disjoint subsets PI, P2,..., P2n-1 ; it is clear that for 1 ~< W~< 2n -- 1, Pw is an 
antichain. For example, when n = 2, we have the following partition: 
P, -- {x, y, x, y}, 
P~ = Ixy, xy, Xy, gy}, 
P3 = {xyy, Yyy, xxy, x£f}. 
II. REPRESENTATION 
Now we turn to the first problem, i.e., the canonical representation of 
fuzzy functions. 
DEFINITION 1. The minimum number d(P) of disjoint chains into which 
a poset P can be decomposed is called the Dilworth number of P. 
LEMMA 3 (Aigner, 1979, p. 397). Denote by IA the cardinality of set A, 
then 
d(P)= max IAI. 
AmP 
A antichain 
LEMMA 4 (Clark et al., 1981). 
max IPwl=Nmax= ( 
n 
1<w<2,-1 \ n -  [ l (n -2 ) ] -  1 
where Ix] stands for the largest integer <. x. 
2(n-[~(n z)]-l) 
LEMMA 5. Let P be the poset of all fundamental phrases except 
x l~ 1 ... xn~ ~, then 
d(P) = Nma x. 
Proof. It is a well known fact that every antichain in P has cardinality 
~<Nma x (see (Clark et al., 1981)). By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, we have the 
lemma proved. II 
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DEFINITION 2. A subset I of a poset P is called an ideal of P if for all 
x ,y~P,  
x~Iandy<~x=> yEL  
We denote by I(P) the set of all ideals of P. 
LEMMA 6 (Aigner, 1979, p. 33). Let L be a finite distributive lattice with 
0 and P c L the subposet of its irreducible elements ~ O. Then L _~ I(P) by 
means of the lattice isomorphism q~: 
~o: x~I (x )= {pEP:p~x} (xEL) ,  
in reality, x = )~p~,a) P is a unique representation ofx, and 0 ~ I(0) = empty 
set. 
Combining Lemma 1 and Lemma 6, we have 
THEOREM 1. Any fuzzy function f can be uniquely represented as the 
sum of all fundamental phrases <~f i.e., 
f=  ~' fi, I ( f )={pEP:p~f} ,  
fiel(f) 
where P' is the set of all fundamental phrases, namely, P '=PU 
{x,& ... x .&} .  
Proof From Lemma 1, we know all fuzzy functions of n variables form 
a finite distributive lattice, and XaY 1 ... x ,Y ,  is the element 0 (it should not 
be confused with the constant function 0). By Lemma 6 and noticing that 
x~2~ . . .x ,2 ,  has itself as its unique representation, the theorem is 
obvious. I 
LEMMA 7 (Aigner, 1979, p. 36). Let L, P be the same as in Lemma 6, 
and P = 0 C[ an arbitrary partition of P into chains C~.. Setting C i = 
C[ U {0} for all i, then ~: L ~ l l iC  i, ~p(x) = (..., x i, ...), x i -- maxIz ~ Ci: 
z <~x I is an isomorphism of L onto a sublattice o f l l iC  i, i.e., L ~L  c ~ I I iC  i. 
THEOREM 2. Any fuzzy function f of n variables can be canonically 
represented as a sum of K <~ Nma x fundamental phrases 
f---  ~ f.,  A f={p~P:p<~fandpmax},  
fieAf 
where "p max" stands for "there does not exist q ~ Ay such that p <~ q," so A s 
is an antichain. 
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Proof. Using Lemma 5, we can partition P into Nma × disjoint chains 
C[, C~,..., C jm, .  Set C i = C[ LA {x~Y 1 ... x,:7,}. Now, using Lemma 7, we see 
that q~: L --+ L< c H i Ci, q>(f) = (Pl ..... Pi ..... PNm,,)' Pi = max{z ~ Ci: z <~ f}  
is an isomorphism, and Pi is a fundamental phrase. From Lemma 6, we have 
Nrnax 
f=  E f~= Z Pi. 
f iE l ( f )  i= 1 
In the set {Pl, P2 ..... PNm.x}' we eliminate those which ~< others and obtain 
Ay = {fl, fz ..... fk }. It is obvious that A I is an antichain, k ~< Nm, × , and f~ A i 
is a bijection, 
s=Z  i 
f i~A S 
It should be mentioned that this theorem is a special case of the following 
LEMMA 8 (Aigner, 1979, p. 400). Let L, P , l (p)  be the same as in 
Lemma 6, A (P) the set of all antiehains in P, then 
L _~ I(P) ~ A (P). 
We call Y'.f~a.f/. • in Theorem 2 the canonical representation off .  
From Theorem 2, we can present the following algorithm to find the 
canonical representation of any fuzzy function. 
Algorithm. Letf (x~ ..... x,)  be any fuzzy function. 
1. Draw a partition-chain-graph of P: 
C i= {x121 ... x ,2 ,  < P~,i < "'" < Pe~i}, i=  1 ..... Nma~; 
2. Write f in  sum-of-product form: 
f = Pl + P2 + "'" +Pr ;  
3. Let (ml, m2 ..... mn~,x ) ~ (2n, 2n ..... 2n), i ~ 1; 
(a) for Pi, find the weight w(pi) = w i, observe Pw~; 
(b) if 3j(pi =p~s E Ci) and mj/> w i, set mj = w i and go to (d); 
(c) if Yj (p~4:p~j) then, for 1 <~j<~Nma ×, find all the maximum 
elements Pwjs which ~<p~, and if mj >/wj, set mj = wj; 
(d) if i=k  go to (e); otherwise i~ i+ 1, go to (a); 
(e) observe (m I ..... mum,~), ifPmii ~Pm~j, put m i ~- 2n; 
4. A~= {p,,,i: mi4= Zn},f = y~si~Asf,.. II 







C I C 2 C 3 C 4 
x y 7 Y 
?~... ~o <P. _o  
!1 [  
xxyg x~yg xgy7 x~y7 
The part it ion-chain-graph w en n 2, 
In this algorithm, (m I ..... mNmax ) is called the coding o f f  
EXAMPLE. f (x,  y) = x(y  + £9) + x£. 
1. Draw the partition-chain-graph. 
2. Write f in sum-of-product form: 
f = xy + x£y + x£; 
3. (m 1,m 2,rn 3 , rn4) - - (4 ,4 ,4 ,4 ) .  W(xy)=2,  xy=P~ICC 1, we have 
rn 1=4,  w 1=2,  set m 1=2;  W(xYT)~-3, xf f~=P~3EC 3, set m 3---3; 
W(x£)--  2, x.~4: P2i, and P32(= x.~y), P33( = xYy) are the maximum elements 
~<xY, set rn 2 ~ 3, m 3 = 3. Now we have (rnl, m 2, m3, m4) -- (2, 3, 3, 4), and 
there is no Pmfl ~ Pro~ except P+4 --- xgyy; 
4. Ay = {Pm~i: mi 4: 4 } = {xy, xYy, x.gy}, 
f = xy + x.~y + x~y. 
At first sight our algorithm may be troublesome, but in reality it is very 
simple and straightforward. And this algorithm is of graphical nature, so it is 
not only convenient for manual operation but also easy for computer 
programming. 
When L is a Boolean algebra, P will be the set of atoms (miniterms), and 
C i will have only one element ve 0, which is ith miniterm; also, rn i E {0, 1} 
and the coding will become truth table. So Theorem 2 is a generalization of 
the theorem that states that every Boolean function can be canonically 
represented as a sum of miniterms. 
Looking upon L as a finite distributive lattice, we see that the subposet P
of irreducible elements 4:0 contains all information about the structure of L. 
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TABLE I 
Comparison between Boolean Functions and Fuzzy Functions 
Lattice Fuzzy functions Boolean functions 
A finite symmetric All fuzzy functions 
distributive lattice of n variables 
A finite complement All Boolean functions 
distributive lattice of n variables 
The poset P of all The set of all The set of all 
irreducible elements fundamental phrases miniterms 
=# 0 except x~ 2~ ... x.2. 
The maximum cardinality 2n - 1 1 
of chain in P 
An antichain in P The canonical The canonical 
representation of representation of 
a fuzzy function a Boolean function 
The Dilworth number Nma x 2" 
d(P) 
IPI 2 • 3" - 2" -  1 2" 
It is from this point of view that the stated canonical representation and 
Theorem 2 are of essential importance. 
It is interesting to have a comparison between Boolean functions and 
fuzzy functions from the point of lattice. 
III. ENUMERATION 
About the number N(n) of distinct fuzzy functions of n variables, it is only 
known that N(1) - -4 ,  N(2)= 82, N(3)= 43918, and the bounds (Clark et 
al., 1981; Kameda and Sadeh, 1977) 
Ll(n ) <~ N(n) <~ Su(n ), 
where 
L , (n )= 2(] ')2k+ [2 (k ) - -2  k+ + n, 
k=l k=l k + 1 
su(n)  = 
/=1 l 
Now, we shall improve these results, using the discription in Section II. 
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LEMMA 9. Let P be partitioned into P1, P2 ..... P2,-~ according to the 
weights of elements, A ~ P an antichain, and A = A~ U ... U A~ any partition 
such that A i ~ Pwt and i 4= j ::> Pw~ ~ P~9" Then k <~ n. 
Proof Not losing generality, we suppose A~ has only a single element p~, 
and W~ < W 2 < ... < W k. Because Pl has W 1 literals, P2 has W 2 - W1 more 
literals than Pl. To hold PE ~ Pl, it is necessary that the remainder W l 
literals of P2 have at least one literal different from all literals of Pl. So 
{Pl,P2} has at least WI+(Wz-W1)+I  distinst literals. Similarly, 
{Pl, P2, P~} has at least W1 + (W 2 - W1) + 1 + (W 3 - W2) + 1 distinct 
literals, ... {Pl,P2,...,Pk} has at least m=W~+(W 2-W~)+l+. . .+  
(W k - Wk_l) + 1 = I'V k + k - I >~ 2k - 1 distinct literals (it is clear that 
Wk>/k ). If  k> n, thenk>/n+ 1, hencem>/2k-  1 ~>2(n+ 1) -  1 =2n+ 1, 
it contrasts the fact that there are only 2n distinct literals. III 
THEOREM 3.  
in iP w, then 
Let Ng(n) be the number of distinct antichains distributed 
N(n) = ~ Ni(n) + 1. A... 
i= l  
Proof From Lemma 8, we know L ~ A (P), hence 
2n--1 
N(n)----IL]=]A(P)I= ~ gi(n), 
• i=0 
where No(n) = 1 corresponds to element xlE 1 ... x,2,.  Using Lemma 9, we 
have, for i ~> n + I, Ni(n ) = 0, so 
2n-1  2n-1  
X(n)= ~ Ni(n)= ~ Ni (n )= Ni(n ) + 1. I 
i=0  i=o  i=1 
Theorem 3 can be written more clearly. 
COROLLARY 1. N(n)= ~2,-1 , ( - -~w=l ( 2Pw-- 1) +~7=2Ni(n) + 1. 
Proof We only need to prove N 1 v~2"-I = z_.w=l ( 2Pw-  1). Noticing that every 
Pw has 2 ew-  1 nonvoid subantichain, the equation is obvious, l 
When n = 2, we have N1(2 ) = ~3w= l (2 Pw-  1) = 45 and 
N2(2 ) = (1, 2) + (2, 3) + (1, 3 )= 16 + 16 + 4 = 36, 
SO 
N(2)=45+36+ 1=82.  
643/51,'3-3 
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When n >~ 3, the computation is complicated. But it is hoped that using the 
idea stated in Theorem 3, we could know more exact values of N(n) with the 
help of a computer. 
Now, we turn to find the lower and upper bounds in general cases. 
LEMMA 10. For p C P~, w = 1,..., 2n -- k -  1, k = 1, 2 ..... 2n - 2, there 
have at most Ak(W ) elements <.p in P~+k, where 
ak(W)= (n - w ) k 2k' 
• w+k-n  
=<wt 
14w4n-k ,  
2 n-w, n -k+l<~w<~n-1 ,  
n <~ w <~ 2 n - k -1 .  
Proof. (1) When 1 ~< w ~< n - k, we have w + k ~< n, so all elements of 
P~+k are simple phrases, among them there are just (nTw) 2 k elements ~<p 
which are p multiplied by a simple phrase of weight k. 
(2) Whenn-k+l~<w~<n- l ,  wehavew+k)n+l ,  so all elements 
of P~+k are full-even phrases. Among them those ~<p can be so obtained: 
multiply p by some literals such that the resultant phrase is a full-simple 
phrase, and there are 2 "-~ ways to do so; and then, we select w + k -n  
literals from the remainder n literals to get a full-even phrase of weight 
w+k,  and there are (w+]-,)  ways to do so. Hence, there are at most 
(w+~-.) 2~-w phrases ~<p in Pw+k" 
(3) When n < w ~ 2n-  k -  1, we already have p a full phrase, and we 
can multiply p by k literals from the remainder 2n - w literals to form an 
element ~p of Pw+k, and there are (2.~-w) ways to do so. Combining (1), 
(2), and (3) we have the lemma proved. I 
COROLLARY 2. 
and 
N(n) >/L2(n ), where 
2n--1 
= i )  + i 
W~I 
+ Z 2 I ~,1 (2 
k=l  w=l  [=1 
It',,+kl--l.ak(W) 1), 
lm = [IPw+kl/Ak(w)] - 1. 
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Proof From Theorem 3, we have 
2 
N(n) = Ni(n ) + 1 >/ IV' Ni(n ) + 1. 
i=1 i=l  
By Corollary 2, we know N~(n)=Y~=~ (2pW- 1), so it only remains to 
prove 
N2(n )/> 272222. (*) 
Using Lemma 10, we know that for any l elements of Pw, there are at 
most l .  Ak(w ) elements of P,,+k which ~< some of them, the remainder 
IPw+kl- 1. Ak(w ) elements of Pw+k are still imcomparable, namely, form an 
antichain, and the (2 P~+k-/'Ak(w)- 1) subantichains of it, when combined 
with the/elements of Pw, remain antichains. 
Considering that there are (I]~l) selection of I elements from P~, and that 
l covers 1, 2,..., lm= [IPw+~l/Ak(w)j- 1; w covers 1,2 ..... 2n-k -  1; k 
covers 1, 2,..., 2n - 2, we obtain the Eq. (*). 
COaOI~LaRY 3. N(n) ~ U(n) = (2"21)(n + 1)Nm"~ + 1. 
Proof From the discription in Section II, we know that P can be 
partitioned into Nmax chains, and at the same time, into 2n-  1 antichains 
P~, P2 ..... P2n-l. By Lemma 9, we see that any antichain of P can distribute 
in at most nP w. Suppose all those elements of any nPw, which are not in the 
same chain, are incomparable (for we are finding upper bounds), then there 
are (n + 1)Nmax antichains in the nP w (because very chain has n selection of 
its elements and one case of no selection, and there are Nma x chains). 
Considering that there are ( 2n- ~ ) selection of nP w from P l ,  P2,.-., P2n- ~, and 
there is a xlxl "" x~.~,, we have the corollary proved. II 
A comparison between the lower bounds (L~(n)), the upper bounds 
(Su(n)), and ours (Lz(n) and U(n)) is made in the following table. 
TABLE I1 
Comparison between Several Bounds 
n L,(n) L2(n ) N(n) U(n) Su(n) 
2 49 82 82 244 < 2 ~ 
3 8684 20337 43916 < 228 < 236 
4 > 232 < 286 
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